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ACCOMMODATIONS 

If a student’s MindPrint results are consistent with observations of academic and behavior challeng-
es, the student might have a learning need which could qualify for supports, including extra time or 
preferential seating in class or on test day (e.g. ISEE, SSAT, ACT, or SAT). Applying for accommoda-
tions can be expensive and time-consuming, and parents might only want to pursue this path if 
there is a good likelihood that the student will qualify. If MindPrint results are consistent with con-
cerns, you can be confident that further evaluation will be beneficial. Students will still need a pro-
fessional evaluation with a clinician who is qualified to make a diagnosis. MindPrint does not provide 
a diagnosis, but clinicians can request the MindPrint standard scores report which can reduce the 
time and expense of evaluation. Families can initiate this process with the school learning specialist 
or psychologist. Families who prefer not to discuss their concerns with the school should consult a 
private psychologist, neuropsychologist, or ask their pediatrician for a professional recommendation 
for a psycho-educational evaluation. 

COMMON CONCERNS OVERLAP WITH MINDPRINT SKILLS

MINDPRINT AS A VALUABLE START TO RECEIVING ACCOMMODATIONS

Consider referencing Understood.org for a description of the following learning diagnoses and 
corresponding behavioral and learning patterns you might observe. Making a diagnosis can be a 
complicated process, as students can have overlapping challenges and challenges can manifest 
with varying behaviors. Using objective data in combination with skilled evaluation is critical for an 
accurate diagnosis. The indicated MindPrint Skills are those most often associated with the learning 
challenge. Bullets underneath the MindPrint Skills provide the associated level of performance that 
might warrant clinical evaluation IF they are consistent with parent and teacher observations and 
academic performance. A detailed description of the MindPrint Skills and the percentages associat-
ed with the level of performance can be found in the student’s MindPrint Profile.

ADHD: Attention, Processing Speed, Working Memory
Attention or Working Memory is a Skill to Support; or
2 of these 3 MindPrint Skills are Low Expected/Skills to Support: Processing Speed, Attention, 
Working Memory; or
Processing Speed is High Expected/Strength (i.e. too fast) and Attention or Working Memory is 
Low Expected/Skill to Support.

+
+
+

Working Memory is Low Expected/Skill to Support; or
Processing Speed is Low Expected/Skill to Support.

+
+

Anxiety*: Processing Speed, Working Memory
Anxiety requires different measurement tools. However, because anxiety impacts cognitive efficiency, 
students with anxiety might manifest as lower than expected performance in cognitive skills.
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*A NOTE ON ANXIETY AND SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL ISSUES

Verbal Memory is a Skill to Support; or
Working Memory is Low Expected/Skill to Support; or
Attention or Processing Speed is Low Expected/Skill to Support.

+
+
+

Auditory Processing Disorder: Attention, Speed, Verbal Memory, Working Memory
Can overlap with Dyslexia and requires additional auditory testing, often by an audiologist.

Verbal Memory and Visual Memory are both Low Expected/Skills to Support; and/or
Attention is a Skill to Support and student has no prior history or concerns about ADHD.

+
+

Concussion/Insufficient Recovery: Attention, Verbal Memory, Visual Memory
Head injuries require additional neurological testing, often by a neurologist or neuropsychologist.

Abstract Reasoning and Spatial Perception are Skills to Support; and
Working Memory is Low Expected/Skill to Support; and/or
Pattern of letter and number reversals noted in Skills to Support in MindPrint Profile Summary.

+
+
+

Dyscalculia: Abstract Reasoning, Spatial Perception, Working Memory
Can overlap with Dyslexia and requires additional math tests.

Pattern of letter and number reversals noted in MindPrint Profile Summary; and/or
Visual Memory is 2+ categories stronger than Verbal Memory; and/or 
Verbal Memory is a Skill to Support; and/or
Working Memory is a Skill to Support.

+
+
+
+

Dyslexia: Attention, Verbal Memory, Working Memory
Requires additional reading tests, including nonsense words and rapid naming.
2 or more of the following (note that students can have strong Verbal Reasoning):

Visual Motor Speed is a Skill to Support; and/or
Spatial Perception is a Skill to Support.

+
+

Dysgraphia:  Spatial Perception, Visual Motor Speed
Requires additional motor and writing tests and often treated by an occupational therapist.

Abstract Reasoning, Verbal Reasoning, and Spatial Perception are Strengths; or
Abstract Reasoning and/or Verbal Reasoning are in the Top 5% (footnote in the MindPrint Profile 
Summary).

+
+

Giftedness: Abstract Reasoning, Verbal Reasoning, Spatial Perception

MindPrint does not measure anxiety. However, anxiety could interfere with a student’s MindPrint 
performance, particularly on the Working Memory and Attention tasks. Given the complex 
intersection between cognitive skills and emotions, concerns about learning and/or social and 
emotional issues should be addressed with your physician.


